Corneal Elevation Topography: Best Fit Sphere, Elevation Distance, Asphericity, Toricity, and Clinical Implications
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**Purpose:** To describe the effect of the corneal asphericity and toricity on the map patterns and best fit sphere (BFS) characteristics in elevation topography.

**Methods:** The corneal surface was modeled as a biconic surface of principal radii and asphericity values of r1 and r2 and Q1 and Q2, respectively. The apex of the biconic surface corresponded to the origin of a polar coordinates system. Minimization of the squared residuals was used to calculate the values of the radii of the BFSs and apex distance (A-values: z distance between the corneal apex and the BFS) of the modeled corneal surface for various configurations relating to commonly clinically measured values of apical radius, asphericity, and toricity.

**Results:** Increased apical radius of curvature and increased prolateness (negative asphericity) led to an increase in BFS radius but had opposite effects on the A-value. Increased prolateness resulted in increased BFS radius and A-value. Increasing toricity did not alter these findings. Color-plot elevation maps of the modeled corneal surface showed complete ridge patterns when toricity was increased and showed incomplete ridge and island patterns when prolateness was increased.

**Conclusions:** High A-values in patients with corneal astigmatism may result from steep apical curvature and/or high prolateness (negative asphericity). The BFS radius may help in distinguishing between these 2 causes of increased A-values. Increased prolateness and decreased apical radius of curvature (often seen in keratoconus) have opposite effects on the BFS radius but similar effects on the apex distance.
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Evaluation of corneal shape is an important aspect in the preoperative assessment of refractive surgery candidates. The representation of the anterior corneal surface can be achieved by elevation or curvature mapping. Although algorithms based on placido technology can compute the corneal elevation, direct acquisition of the corneal relief is enabled by slit-scanning, rasterstereography, or Scheimpflug imaging. These technologies allow for the acquisition of the spatial coordinates of multiple points from both the anterior and posterior corneal surfaces. The colors on the elevation map represent the height of the analyzed corneal surface with respect to a reference surface.1

Subclinical keratoconus or forme fruste keratoconus remains difficult to identify and carries a risk of ectasia after keratorefractive surgery.2–10 Adherence to proper screening may decrease the risk of ectasia, even on eyes with high myopic refractive errors.11,12 The development of corneal topographic analysis has enabled ophthalmologists to detect keratoconus suspects, and several automated keratoconus detection systems using several quantitative corneal indices are available.13–20 Placido disk–based topography systems are limited to providing information about anterior corneal surface morphological features. Other systems provide elevation data from both the anterior and the posterior corneal surfaces. Subclinical or forme fruste keratoconus is difficult to identify correctly using float or elevation difference maps. With surface curvature maps, it may be difficult to determine whether the pattern is associated with an atypical normal condition, a true disease state, or an artifact of alignment or processing.

In keratoconus, the posterior corneal curvature is affected in addition to the anterior corneal surface.21–27 Moreover, early morphological changes in eyes with keratoconus may develop on the posterior surface.24

Currently, there are 2 methods of measuring the posterior corneal surface: the slit-scanning corneal topography (Orbscan; Bausch & Lomb, Rochester, NY) and the 3D-Scheimpflug imaging (Pentacam; Oculus Optikgeräte, Wetzlar, Germany; and Galilei; Ziemer, Port, Switzerland).28–31 Both methods provide information regarding the anterior corneal surface, the posterior corneal surface, and the corneal thickness. The colors on the elevation maps represent the height of the analyzed corneal
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surface relative to a reference surface, which is often chosen as a sphere without positioning constraints (float mode). Therefore, the radius and positioning of the sphere are essential to determine the relative elevation of the corneal surface because any change in the radius or the alignment of the reference sphere would have a direct impact on the topography map and maximal elevation distance. The anterior and posterior corneal surfaces differ in apical curvature and asphericity,\textsuperscript{32–35} which may alter the respective elevation patterns.

In this study, we modeled the anterior and posterior corneal surfaces using biconic equations. Our approach involved determining the theoretical effects of the apical curvature, asphericity, and toricity on the BFS radius and the distance between the BFS and the apex (A-value). We evaluated the theoretical effects of varying these parameters on the color representation of the elevation maps. Our approach could be useful to provide qualitative and quantitative data to better understand the corneal anterior and posterior elevation characteristics in normal and astigmatic corneas versus keratoconus suspects.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Corneal Surface Modeling**

We used a biconic basis surface to represent and adjust the shape of the corneal surfaces. Given that the corneal anterior and posterior surfaces are aspheric, their shape in cross-section can be approximated by a conic section,\textsuperscript{36–41} which is defined by 2 parameters: the apical radius and asphericity. The toricity is usually defined as the variation of the apical curvature of the corneal meridians. Our biconic model that includes 4 variables (2 radii and 2 conic constants) is fairly complete, contemplating most of the basic optical properties of the cornea.\textsuperscript{42–44} The representation of a corneal surface using the biconic model allows variation of the apical curvature and asphericity of the principal meridians. The toric model has a circular shape (null asphericity) along the 2 orthogonal meridians of different apical radii.

In our analysis, we studied the effect of varying the apical radii and asphericity values of the principal meridians of the corneal surface modeled with a biconic surface. Although the value of the asphericity has been reported to vary slightly within the corneal meridians,\textsuperscript{36–38} we used identical numerical asphericity values for the corneal meridians in our simulations.

**Analytical Determination of the BFS Characteristics**

**Influence of Asphericity and Apical Curvature on the BFS Parameters**

The corneal surface was modeled by a revolution conic, whose profile is a conic section $C(r,Q)$ of equation (Fig. 1):

$$C(r,Q) = r - \sqrt{r^2 - (Q + 1)p^2}$$

where $r$ and $Q$ are the apical radius and asphericity (conic constant), respectively. The apex of the profile is at the origin of the polar coordinate system.

**FIGURE 1.** Determination of the best fit radius ($R$) and distance to the apex ($A$) for a corneal profile modeled as a conic section of apical radius $r$ and asphericity $A$, respectively.

The profile of a sphere, with a center located on $(O,x)$ and an apex distant from $A$ from the apex of the conoid, is a circle described by the following equation:

$$S(R,A) = A + R - \sqrt{R^2 - \rho^2}$$

The values of $A$ and $R$ can be determined as those that minimize the following integral, which is equivalent to the sum of the squared residuals from the tested conoid to the circle:

$$e(A, R) = \int_{0}^{1} \left( \frac{r - \sqrt{r^2 - (Q + 1)p^2}}{Q + 1} - A + R - \sqrt{R^2 - \rho^2} \right)^2 \rho dp$$

**Influence of Toricity on BFS Parameters**

We modeled the corneas as biconic surfaces. Along an arbitrary meridian, the biconic surface has a conic profile. It comprises 2 principal meridians whose equations are conic sections of apical radii $r1$ and $r2$ and asphericity $Q1$ and $Q2$ (Fig. 2). Because the surface is circumnavigated, the apical radius of curvature oscillates between $r1$ and $r2$ and the conic constant between $Q1$ and $Q2$. The 3-dimensional surface is thus constructed by meridional sinusoidal interpolation. To simplify our calculations, we used a common asphericity $Q$ value for the biconic surfaces ($Q = Q1 = Q2$).

The best fit sphere was approximated as the sphere minimizing the sum of the squared residuals with the tested corneal surface modeled by a biconic. We initially determined the radii of the 2 best fit spheres that correspond to the conoids in the principal meridians.

For each of the 2 orthogonal revolution conics, each having the profile of one of the principal meridians of the
biconic, we generated values for radii of the 2 BFSs, \( R_1 \) and \( R_2 \), and the distances, \( A_1 \) and \( A_2 \), from the apex of the conoids to their respective BFSs. These values served as the starting boundaries for iterative calculations of the best sphere. Least square fit minimization of the residuals from the tested BFS to the biconic was performed using iterative calculus with Maple 8 software. The numerical tested values of the radius (\( R \)) ranged between \( R_1 \) and \( R_2 \) and had 0.01 mm increments. The numerical tested values of the distance between the conoid apex and the BFS, \( A \), ranged between \( A_1 \) and \( A_2 \) and had 0.5 μm increments. The values for \( A \) and \( R \) were approximated based on the minimal root mean square of the residuals from the tested BFS to the biconic surface. The convergence of the procedure was tested by selecting different starting values outside the \( R_1–R_2 \) and the \( A_1–A_2 \) ranges. This did not alter the BFS \( R \) and \( A \) values.

Once the values of \( R \) and \( A \) were calculated, the amplitude of the maximal elevation in the 3-mm (E3) and 7-mm (E7) zones (defined as the distance from the lowest to the highest point relative to the BFS) were calculated. The values chosen for calculation examples corresponded to clinically measured or estimated values of radii of curvature and asphericity of both the posterior and anterior corneal surfaces.\(^{32-37}\) Increased toricity and negative asphericity (prolateness) were intended to reflect some of the geometric changes incurred at the anterior and posterior corneal surfaces level in the evolution toward keratoconus.

**RESULTS**

**Rotationally Symmetrical Surfaces (Nontoric Revolution Conics)**

**Influence of the Apical Radius of Curvature on BFS Parameters**

Figure 3A shows the influence of the apical radius on the distance from the apex to the BFS. For a given surface asphericity, the increase in apical radius (surface flattening) results in an exponential decrease in the distance from the BFS to the apex of the corneal surface (A-value). For the same asphericity (\( Q = -0.3 \)), the reduction of the apical radius from 8 to 6.75 mm results in the doubling of the A-values.

Figure 4A shows the influence of the apical radius on the best fit radius. For a given surface asphericity, the increase in apical radius results in a linear increase of the BFS radius (Table 1).

**Influence of Asphericity on BFS Parameters**

Figure 3B shows the influence of the asphericity on the distance from the apex to the BFS (A-value). With increasing prolateness (negative the surface asphericity), the A-value is increased (Table 1). For a corneal surface with an apical radius of 7.75 mm, changing the asphericity from \( -0.1 \) to \( -0.5 \) results in a 4-fold increase of the A-value.

Figure 4B shows the influence of the asphericity on the best fit radius. For a given apical radius of curvature, increasing the surface negative asphericity results in a linear increase of the BFS radius (Table 1).

Figure 5 shows the elevation plots against their computed BFS for theoretical corneal surface modeled with conicoid surfaces having different apical radii of curvature (5.75, 6.75, 7.25, and 8.25 mm) and asphericity (−0.2 to −0.8 by 0.2 steps). An island pattern with concentric elevation rings was obtained. The increase of the A-value to the apex with the increase in negative asphericity resulted in a shift toward warm colors centrally and to cold colors peripherally. For a given apical radius of curvature, the RMS value tends to increase with the prolateness of the corneal surface.

**Nonrotationally Symmetric (Toric Aspheric) Surfaces**

Figure 6 shows the elevation plots against their computed BFS of theoretical corneal surfaces modeled with conoids with increasing toricity (horizontal meridian: \( r_1 = 7.75 \) mm,
vertical meridian: \( r_2 = 7.75, 7.55, 7.45, \) and \( 7.25 \text{ mm} \) ) and
asphericity \( (Q \) varying from \(-0.2\) to \(-0.8\) by \(0.2\) unit steps). 
For a given toricity, a slight prolateness of the surface resulted in a ridge pattern that evolved toward an island pattern with further increase in the negative asphericity (increased prolateness) of the surface.

The increase in toricity did only slightly increase the value of the A-value to the apex. The value of the BFS radius was close to the arithmetic mean of the values of the apical radii of the principal meridians. Depending on the degree of toricity, increasing the negative asphericity results in an increase or decrease of the 3 and 7 mm maximum amplitude value.

For nontoric corneas, the RMS value from the surfaces of interest to the computed BFS ranged between 0.38 \(\times10^{-3}\) and 0.16 \(\mu\text{m}\) in our numeric calculations. It tends to increase with increased apical curvature and increased negative asphericity. The maximal elevation amplitude in the central 3-mm zone ranged between 1.23 \(\mu\text{m}\) \( (r = 8.25 \text{ mm}, Q = -0.1) \) and 24.45 \(\mu\text{m}\) \( (r = 6.25 \text{ mm}, Q = -0.8) \). The maximal elevation amplitude in the central 7-mm zone ranged between 4.40 \(\mu\text{m}\) \( (r = 8.25 \text{ mm}, Q = -0.1) \) and 89.50 \(\mu\text{m}\) \( (r = 6.25 \text{ mm}, Q = -0.8) \).

For toric and toric–aspheric corneas, the RMS value from the surfaces of interest to the computed BFS ranged between 0 and 0.14 \(\mu\text{m}\) in our numeric calculations. It tends to increase with increased toricity and increased negative asphericity. The maximal elevation amplitude in the central 3-mm zone ranged between 0 \(\mu\text{m}\) \( (r_1 = r_2 = 7.75 \text{ mm}, Q = 0) \) and 16.48 \(\mu\text{m}\) \( (r_1 = 7.75 \text{ mm}, r_2 = 7.25 \text{ mm}, Q = -0.8) \). The maximal elevation amplitude in the central 7-mm zone ranged between 0 \(\mu\text{m}\) \( (r_1 = r_2 = 7.75 \text{ mm}, Q = 0) \) and 67.58 \(\mu\text{m}\) \( (r_1 = 7.75 \text{ mm}, r_2 = 7.25 \text{ mm}, Q = -0.8) \).

### TABLE 1. Effect of Increased Apical Radius of Curvature and Prolateness on BFS Radius and A-Value

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>BFS Radius</th>
<th>A-Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Increased apical radius of curvature</td>
<td>↑</td>
<td>↓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increased prolateness (negative asphericity)</td>
<td>↑</td>
<td>↑</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
DISCUSSION

We were able to estimate the corresponding theoretical changes in the best fit sphere and consequent elevation parameters for rotationally and nonrotationally symmetric corneal shapes modeled with biconic surfaces. Previous studies have investigated the role of elevation topography to (1) establish normal patterns and standards,45,46 (2) identify high-risk individuals who may experience corneal ectasia after laser in situ keratomileusis (LASIK),18,27 (3) screen eye bank eyes for previous refractive surgery,47 (4) evaluate possible changes in the posterior corneal elevation after LASIK or photorefractive keratectomy,48 and (5) build population-based

FIGURE 5. Elevation plots of corneal surface of increasing negative asphericity (x axis) and apical curvature (y axis). The top row represents surface plots corresponding to steep corneas (apical radius of curvature = 5.75 mm) $Q = -0.2$ (left), $Q = -0.4$, $Q = -0.6$, and $Q = -0.8$ (right). The plots in rows 2–4 represent surface plots of flatter corneas. All surfaces are rotationally symmetrical. The value of the distance of the apex to the sphere (micrometers, black font) and the radius of the BFS (millimeters, green font) are shown to the right of each surface plot.

FIGURE 6. Elevation plots of corneal surface of increasing negative asphericity (x axis) and apical toricity (y axis). $r_2$ is the apical radius of the vertical meridian and is expressed in millimeters (the corresponding dioptric power change from the horizontal meridian is shown in parenthesis) along the y axis. The top row represents corneas with high astigmatism of 3.35 diopter (D) ($r_2 = 7.25$ mm). The plots in rows 2–4 represent surface plots of corneas with less astigmatism (2 D, 1.3 D, and 0 D). The value of the distance of the apex to the sphere (micrometers, black font) and the radius of the BFS (millimeters, green font) are shown to the right of each surface plot.
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Different patterns have been proposed to describe the aspects of elevation topography maps including “island,” “regular ridge,” “irregular ridge,” “incomplete ridge,” and “unclassified.”\textsuperscript{50–52} Our results demonstrate that the island pattern is induced by increased negative asphericity, whereas the ridge pattern reflects a combination of both increased negative asphericity and toricity.

For the same net change toward negative asphericity, the steeper the corneal surface centrally (the smaller the apical radius), the larger the increase in the A-value from the apex to the BFS. In normal corneas from an Asian population, the anterior BFS and posterior BFS measured with the Orbscan II were normally distributed and significantly correlated.\textsuperscript{53} The posterior corneal surface has been reported to be centrally steeper and more prolate than that of the anterior surface.\textsuperscript{24,32–35} Therefore, the maximum posterior elevation is expected to be greater than that of the anterior surface, as has been reported clinically for normal corneas. This disparity has been illustrated by the conclusions of a preliminary study conducted by Tanabe et al,\textsuperscript{54} who have noted that using the 5-μm scale, the posterior corneal map of a normal eye may look as if there was posterior keratectasia. The authors determined the most appropriate color-coded scale for scanning slit topography. The maps were judged to be abnormal when more than 3 colors were found within the central 3-mm area. They found that for 10- and 20-μm interval, color scales are most appropriate for anterior and posterior elevation maps of the scanning slit topography, respectively.

Keratoconus screening is mandatory in the preoperative determination of the eligibility in refractive surgery. The exact mechanisms of genesis and progression of keratoconus are still unknown. Changes in the anterior and posterior corneal surfaces have been observed from the early stage of this disorder.\textsuperscript{24,26,27} Given the geometry of the posterior corneal surface, any concomitant apical steepening and peripheral flattening of both corneal surfaces would result in a greater increase in the apical distance to the posterior surface’s BFS and therefore a warmer central color in the elevation plot. These theoretical predictions echo the clinical impression that early manifestations of keratoconus as seen on the anterior corneal surface are often accompanied by concomitant increase in the apical posterior elevation. Lim et al\textsuperscript{26} have compared the value of the maximum elevation against a BFS in normal and keratoconus patients. It was found higher in patients with keratoconus than in normal subjects. The epithelium has variable thickness\textsuperscript{55} and reduces the topographical irregularities of the Bowman membrane in myopic eyes.\textsuperscript{56} One may hypothesize that the variations in epithelial thickness could mask some early corneal anomalies that may otherwise identify some corneas in the early stages of keratoconus and reinforce the discrepancy between anterior and posterior elevation characteristics in this population.

Apical steepening and increased negative asphericity result in an increase in the distance from the apex to the BFS should not be identified as a “forward” shift when comparing 2 successive elevation maps. Our calculations show that the variations in the A-value to the apex should not be interpreted without reference to the BFS radius values. For example, a revolution conic of 7.75 mm apical radius and −0.3 asphericity would show a greater A-value from the apex to the BFS than a similar but steeper of 7.25 mm apical radius and −0.2 asphericity.

Similarly, surfaces of different apical curvature and asphericity may have the same BFS radius value. The repartition of the surface data points above and below the BFS would be however different for each of these cases. Gryzowski et al\textsuperscript{57} have evaluated the response of the posterior cornea after uneventful LASIK with scanning-slit videokeratography, using the change in elevation as a measure of biomechanical remodeling. Despite an increase in central posterior corneal elevation after LASIK was noted, it appeared to be dominated by backward peripheral corneal swelling into the anterior chamber rather than forward “bulging” of the central posterior cornea.

The increase in the corneal apical curvature results in a linear variation of the BFS radius. This is expected given that varying the apical radius of a rotationally symmetrical conoid without changing the value of its asphericity is equivalent to an isometric change. Increasing the apical toricity for the same surface asphericity does not influence the value of the distance from the apex to the BFS. For the same level of asphericity, increasing the apical toricity produces an increase on the 3 and 7 mm elevation maximal amplitude values. Our results suggest that in corneas exhibiting high levels of toricity, the A-value from the apex to the BFS (A-value) may be a better parameter to distinguish between congenital astigmatism and the presence of an early keratoconus.

The analysis of corneal topography involves fitting the raw data to a geometric model that includes a regular basis surface plus some sort of polynomial expansion to adjust the more irregular residual component. The residual can be smoothed by fitting some type of polynomial expansion, splines, or Zernike polynomial expansion. One limitation of our study is that the influence of the residuals was not investigated. Navarro et al\textsuperscript{58} have shown that the general ellipsoid could be a better model for normal corneas provided that the fitting process was done using the canonical form (independent of the axis of the measuring instrument) as an intrinsic representation of the topography. Consequently, we assumed that the biconic surface is a good natural model of the average topography of the cornea. Our modeling was limited to study the influence of basic corneal geometry characteristics such as asphericity and toricity, as no odd functions were used, and we could not investigate the influence of surface tilt or asymmetry.

Read et al\textsuperscript{59} have analyzed combined central and peripheral corneal topography maps. They found that for the conic fitting of the corneal data, the conic fit parameters were both found to change significantly for increasing corneal diameters. For a 10-mm corneal diameter, the RMS fit error increased from a mean of 0.79 ± 0.4 μm for the 6-mm diameter to 21.18 ± 11.1 μm for the 10-mm corneal diameter. In this case, the RMS fit error corresponds to the departure of the natural corneal surface to a rotationally symmetrical
surface and increased peripheral flattening. The fit error could be reduced by the inclusion of weighted even-order polynomials. Our data show that the RMS fit error, from the reference sphere to the conic section model, tend to increase with the decrease in the apical radius of curvature (apical steepening) for rotationally symmetrical surfaces.

The representation in elevation of biconic corneal models, against a BFS, corresponded to common symmetric elevation features observed in elevation topography, which may explain the differences in the elevation patterns of the anterior and posterior corneal surfaces. Increased prolateness and increased apical radius of curvature have similar effects on the BFS radius (increase) but opposite effects on the A-value. Further studies are needed to determine the influence of such surface distortions, such as those in keratoconus, on the BFS radius and A-values.
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